Since 1995, more than ten thousand Palestinian East Jerusalemites have vanished from Israel’s population register. They have vanished not because of physical demise but as a result of disappearance by bureaucratic regulation – a legalized cleansing. Whether studying or working abroad or simply living in a nearby suburb outside Jerusalem’s municipal boundaries due to the housing squeeze in East Jerusalem, Israel has revoked the permanent residency rights of these Palestinians – 0.5% of the Arab population of the city – on the allegation that their “center of life” is no longer in Jerusalem. The arbitrary standard on which this policy is based exceeds the bounds of Israel’s written law and violates international law. The reality in Jerusalem – a result of the “center of life” policy – is the institutionalization of statelessness and forced displacement of thousands of Palestinian East Jerusalemites.

As analyzed below, the “center of life” policy emerged from a 1988 ruling of the Israel High Court but was not utilized by the Ministry of Interior until 1995. While I do not speculate on the reasons for the sudden implementation of the policy here, it is significant that the “quiet deportation” of Palestinians from Jerusalem escalated just after the Israeli-Palestinian agreements that made Jerusalem a subject for “final status” negotiations. Indeed, in the entire decade before 1995, the Jerusalem Center for Social and Economic Rights records “only” 327 revocations of Palestinian residency rights. In 1996, the year following the negotiations, the total jumped to 739; in 1997, the number skyrocketed to 1,067.
Permanent Residency: The Right to … Some Rights

At its core, nationality (or citizenship) is one’s legal bond to a state, realized and exercised through the state’s laws and legal institutions. Nationality is the gateway through which most national civil and political rights are realized; it enables an individual to vote, work, and travel freely. Nationality, in its essence, is the “right to have rights.”

If nationality is the gateway to one’s civil and political rights, stateless persons are missing the key to that gate entirely. Stateless persons have no legal bond to a state; they exist outside the law while simultaneously at the mercy of the law, for it is by virtue of a state’s laws that they lack the legal bond of nationality. Carol Batchelor explains the stateless person’s paradox:

One could be born in a state to a national of that state, live there all one’s life and never have set foot on a territory of another state, but still not be a national depending on what the law says. Likewise, a person could never have visited a state and have no family ties there, know nothing about the culture or language, but still be considered a national or citizen if the law so declares.

Within the spectrum of nationality on one end and statelessness on the other end, Palestinian East Jerusalemites exist in a delicate limbo. Most East Jerusalemites, although they were born in Jerusalem, do not possess Israeli citizenship rights. Rather, since Israel’s illegal annexation of East Jerusalem in the wake of the 1967 war, most Palestinian Jerusalemites are “permanent residents” under Israeli law, permitted to exercise a limited set of rights: they may live and work in Israel, travel to and from the West Bank, collect some social benefits, and vote in municipal elections. Permanent residents are permitted to pursue Israeli citizenship; however, in addition to meeting all of the naturalization requirements, the outcome of their applications are ultimately within the discretion of the Minister who may deny citizenship even where all of the express requirements are met.

Permanent residents’ limited rights are disparaged in comparison to the substantial rights enjoyed by Israeli citizens. Permanent residents may not travel freely across Israeli borders (excluding in and out of the West Bank); instead, they must obtain permission from the Ministry of Interior via an entry/exit visa; approval or denial is subject to the discretion of the Minister. Children born to Israeli nationals acquire Israeli citizenship immediately – whether born in Israel or not; permanent residents pass their status to their children only under very limited circumstances which are also within the complete discretion of the Minister of Interior. Non-citizens who marry Israeli nationals may obtain citizenship through naturalization, even where they do not meet the express conditions of naturalization; a temporary provision to the Nationality Law enacted in 2003 (and reaffirmed regularly since by the Israeli Supreme Court) prohibits Palestinians from the Occupied Territories who marry an...
East Jerusalem permanent resident the right to live with their spouses in Jerusalem. And where revocation of Israeli citizenship acquired by birth is nearly impossible, excluding voluntary renunciation by the individual (and even then, citizenship renunciation requires the approval of the Minister of Interior), and citizenship acquired by naturalization is nearly as difficult to revoke, the risks of a permanent resident losing his or her residency rights are enormous and subject to the absolute discretion of the Minister of Interior. In short, Palestinian East Jerusalemites’ permanent residency affords the right to … some rights.

Center of Life Policy: *Awad and Shiqaqi* Cases

Notwithstanding their already inferior status on the land on which they were born, Palestinian East Jerusalemites risk falling to an even more vulnerable status – stateless – according to a number of policies imposed by Israeli authorities. Where, traditionally, stateless persons exist *outside* the law, these policies have institutionalized statelessness among the Palestinians in Jerusalem, thereby legalizing statelessness within Israel’s own citizenship framework.

The “center of life” policy, one of the most detrimental policies by which East Jerusalemites are rendered stateless, is a judicially created doctrine subject to the absolute discretion and manipulation of the Minister of Interior. Justice Aharon Barak, the heralded justice of constitutional equality and anti-discrimination, articulated the principle “center of life” for the first time in the 1988 case *‘Awad v. Prime Minister*. The phrase was applied again in the 1995 case *Shiqaqi v. Minister of Interior*, and thereafter, the Minister of Interior has stretched and manipulated the principle to revoke the residency rights of thousands of East Jerusalemites – many of whom have never left Jerusalem.

In 1970, Mubarak ‘Awad, a permanent resident born in Jerusalem in 1943, did what many Palestinian Jerusalemites sought to do: he requested permission from the Ministry of Interior to travel abroad to pursue an education. ‘Awad obtained travel documents to travel to the United States, and by 1982, he had received his Masters degree, completed his doctoral dissertation, and acquired American citizenship.

‘Awad and many other similarly situated East Jerusalemites recognized the precariousness of their permanent residency, particularly when spending extended periods of time abroad. The Entry into Israel Regulations of 1974 established express conditions under which an individual’s permanent residency “expired,” the most pertinent being Regulation 11(c), which states that permanent residency expires if an individual “leaves Israel and settles in another country.” Regulation 11A defines “settling in another country” as: (1) living for more than seven years in a foreign country, (2) receiving permanent residency status of a foreign country, or (3) becoming a citizen of another country. Acutely aware of these requirements, most East Jerusalemites ensured that they returned to Jerusalem on a regular basis – at least annually – to renew their identity cards and permits and to show that they had not “settled abroad.” In short, that their
permanent residency status was not actually “permanent” was always clear, and East Jerusalemites took conscious measures to protect their statute.

‘Awad returned to Jerusalem at least three times between 1970 and 1983. Rather than entering Israel using his permanent residency documentation, ‘Awad entered with his U.S. passport.23 After completing his education in 1982, ‘Awad increased the frequency of his trips to Jerusalem, visiting more than fifteen times during a five year period. He continued to enter and exit Israel using his U.S. passport.24

While visiting Jerusalem in 1987, ‘Awad went to the Ministry of Interior to replace his worn-out identity card – a routine procedure.25 The Ministry denied his request to replace the card, claiming that because he entered the country using his U.S. passport, ‘Awad was a tourist and thus no longer an Israeli resident.26 The Ministry informed him that his final entry visa would expire in November 1987 and that he must leave Israel no later than that date. Despite the order, ‘Awad remained in Israel, and in May 1988, six months after his final tourist visa expired, the Minister of Interior ordered ‘Awad’s deportation from Israel.27

‘Awad challenged the revocation of his permanent residency rights, which rendered him a tourist in his own city, and his deportation order in the Israeli High Court of Justice. In addressing his residency rights, the Court’s legal analysis focused on the nature of the “residency” status originally granted to East Jerusalemites two decades prior, in 1967, and the applicability of the Entry into Israel Law of 1952 to that status. ‘Awad argued primarily that Israel’s assertion of municipal and administrative jurisdiction over East Jerusalem in 1967 contained a commitment to a “quasi” or “constitutional” citizenship to the residents of East Jerusalem – a special status, ‘Awad argued, akin to actual citizenship that does not expire or may not be arbitrarily revoked.28 The Prime Minster and Minister of Interior countered ‘Awad’s argument, claiming that despite Israel’s jurisdictional claim over East Jerusalem, permanent residents are subject to the Entry into Israel Law 1952 and the 1974 Regulations, under which the permanent residency status “automatically expires” upon the conditions outlined in section 11(c).29 For ‘Awad, his permanent residency expired when he “settled” in the United States.30

Justice Barak sided with the government, affirming the revocation of ‘Awad’s residency rights and his deportation from Israel.31 Barak rejected ‘Awad’s argument for interpreting East Jerusalemites’ permanent residency rights as “quasi” or “constitutional” citizenship because such a status is “not mentioned in the law,” and thus, its “rules are a mystery.”32 Instead, Barak found that East Jerusalemites’ permanent residency rights are regulated by the Entry into Israel Law and Regulations, just as the rights of tourists and other noncitizens are regulated, thereby creating “equality among all persons lawfully present in Israel (who are not citizens or [Jews exercising the right of return])]” and consistency in “the practices used throughout the years.”33 Barak also faulted ‘Awad and all East Jerusalemites who did not pursue Israeli citizenship in the aftermath of the Six Day War, claiming that it makes it “difficult to accept [‘Awad’s] claim regarding ‘quasi citizenship’ which bears only rights and no duties.”34

To the specific question of the revocation of ‘Awad’s permanent residency, Barak first held that all three conditions of 11(c) of the Entry into Israel Regulations applied to
‘Awad. At that point, he had sufficient grounds to hold for the government and affirm ‘Awad’s deportation order. Nonetheless, Barak went further, holding that permanent residency might also “automatically expire,” either because it had surpassed its period of validity or because the premise on which it rests – actual permanent residency in Israel – had expired. Barak went beyond the written law – the provisions of the Regulations – to hold that there are other avenues for the “expiration” of permanent residency. He wrote, “A permit for permanent residency, when granted, is based on a reality of permanent residency. Once this reality no longer exists, the permit expires of itself.”

Barak realized that he had exceeded the bounds of the written law and thus had to articulate a standard by which to judge the “reality” of permanent residency. He stated that ‘Awad’s acquisition of American citizenship signified that his “center of life is no longer [Israel],” regardless of the fact that “in his heart of hearts he aspired to return to [Israel].” Barak noted the difficulties in applying an amorphous standard, acknowledging that “it is often difficult to point to a specific point in time at which a person ceased from permanently residing in a country and that there is certainly a span of time in which a person’s center of life seemingly hovers between his previous place of residency and his new place of residence,” but he declined to address those difficulties or formulate a more precise standard.

Despite the open-endedness of the ‘Awad ruling, East Jerusalemites felt little change in the policy regulating their permanent residencies until 1995. In June 1995, Fathiya Shiqaqi lost her permanent residency rights after living with her husband – also deported from Israel – and her children in Syria for six years. The High Court of Justice solidified Barak’s holding in ‘Awad, restating that an East Jerusalemite may lose his or her permanent residency even if none of the situations specified in Section 11a of the Entry into Israel Regulations pertain. Indeed, Shiqaqi satisfied none of the enumerated provisions: she had remained outside Israel for less than seven years, and she had not received citizenship or permanent residency in a foreign country. Again, the Court expressed no reservations in their sojourn beyond the written law and regulations; Justice Goldberg stated, “The appearance of a new reality, changing the reality of permanent residency in Israel, is clearly indicated by circumstances other than those mentioned in regulation 11A of the [Entry into Israel Regulations].”

Institutionalizing Statelessness: Center of Life Policy in Practice

After Shiqaqi, the Minister of Interior began revoking the permanent residency rights of hundreds of East Jerusalemites. By December 1996, the rights of 739 East Jerusalemites were revoked. By December 1997, the annual total jumped to 1,067. In 2008, the total annual number skyrocketed to 4,577. The Ministry of Interior now applies the “center of life” policy to nearly every Palestinian East Jerusalemite with permanent residency. Under this standard, the burden is on the individual to prove that he or she has lived and continues to live in Jerusalem. When the Minister determines an individual’s “center of life” has
changed, residency rights automatically expire and the Ministry revokes them. There is no opportunity to present one’s case or to appeal the decision. In some cases, the Ministry delivers written notification of revocation, with no request of documentation from the individual proving residence and life in East Jerusalem.

Any reason to visit the Ministry of Interior poses a significant risk for East Jerusalemites because the visit often triggers the “procedure” or “investigation” into one’s “center of life;” hence, they do all that they can to avoid it. However, avoiding all arms of the government is nearly impossible in Jerusalem. For instance, claiming national health benefits requires that an individual present residency documentation at the National Insurance Institute, where they are then often referred to the Ministry of Interior to obtain proof of residence. And where permanent military checkpoints might be avoided by traveling different routes, the Israeli army often installs temporary or “flying” checkpoints in East Jerusalem neighborhoods, requiring all those who pass to present their identity documentation. Soldiers often tell East Jerusalemites that they must go to the Ministry of Interior to replace a worn-out identity card, even where the card is still valid. When permanent residency is revoked, the individual is forced to attempt to continue to live without permission in Jerusalem, which carries enormous penalties if apprehended, or, if he has no other connection to another state, to flee to Gaza or the West Bank.

Even in numerous instances where none of the ‘Awad facts apply – where the individual has not spent any period of time abroad nor acquired legal status in another country – the Ministry of Interior has applied the standard to find that the individual’s “center of life” is not Jerusalem and hence, he or she no longer entitled to permanent residency. As Elodie Guego explains, “The standard of proof demanded [of the ‘center of life’ policy] is so rigorous that even persons who have never left Jerusalem have difficulties in meeting it.” Daily life for East Jerusalemites is a constant struggle to avoid detection and to hold on to the right to stay connected to their families and homes in the city.

**Contravening Rights: Jerusalem’s Reality**

The “center of life” policy is premised on a false notion of absolute sovereign authority over citizenship and entry laws. Not only do international human rights norms govern the ultimate extent to which a state may deny entry to individuals born on its territory, the unique position of East Jerusalemites and the perpetual issuance of permanent residency to a discrete population born on the territory also necessitate the acknowledgement of the actual “reality” for East Jerusalemites. This reality requires the recognition of the distinction between, on the one hand, permanent residency issued to immigrants seeking a state’s permission to reside on its territory and, on the other hand, permanent residency issued to a native population seeking to exercise its right to live on the territory on which generations preceding it were born.

To be sure, few matters sound more strongly in state sovereignty than domestic authority to regulate nationality. Indeed, the control of a state’s borders, including who
may and may not cross them, is by definition the fundamental exercise of sovereignty. The views of the Minister of Interior reflect this premise. He believes that Israel’s grant of permanent residency rights is a favor – not a duty – extended to the recipient by the state: “[G]ranting a permit to reside in Israel is not to be taken lightly, as if it grants rights and creates a type of status, and it is known that in any case, foreigners have no inherent right to receive it.”

The notion of absolute sovereignty, however, is clearly erroneous. International norms shape and guide a sovereign’s exercise of authority over citizenship and entry laws and restrain states from pursuing national policies that violate fundamental individual rights. As early as 1923, twenty-five years before the establishment of Israel and forty-four years before Israel’s unilateral annexation of East Jerusalem, the Permanent Court of Justice instructed that whether a matter is solely within a state’s domestic jurisdiction “depends on the development of international relations.” In other words, sovereign authority recedes as international law increasingly recognizes and protects fundamental individual rights.

Of particular importance to the issue of nationality are the prohibition on the arbitrary deprivation of rights and the principle of nondiscrimination. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, ratified by Israel in 1991 and binding on state action even in the Occupied Territories, requires that no individual is “arbitrarily deprived of the right to enter his own country” and prohibits discrimination on any ground, including race, language, religion, or national or social origin. The “center of life” policy directly contravenes both principles: the policy deprives individuals of the right to enter (and live) on the territory on which they were born, and it is arbitrary because it is not prescribed by law – neither the court nor the legislature has attempted to define or draw the contours of Barak’s amorphous “center of life” standard, instead leaving individual determinations subject to the complete discretion of the Minister of Interior. The policy imposes a disproportionate burden on Palestinian East Jerusalemites without the excuse of a legitimate state interest that might justify the mass deprivation of residency rights for individuals born on the territory and intending to remain on the territory. Finally, the policy affords no procedural due process: the government provides no specific reason for the revocation of residency, and the victim is afforded no opportunity for review or appeal.

Beyond the violations of well-settled international law, the international community and Israel must recognize the actual reality in which East Jerusalemites find themselves. Justice Barak in ‘Awad and Justice Goldberg in Shiqaqi purported to have found a new “reality” of permanent residency, presumably on the premise that some East Jerusalemites, like ‘Awad, had spent considerable periods of time abroad and had acquired permanent residency or citizenship in a foreign country. But the actual reality – or the “facts on the ground” – is that many of the victims of the “center of life” policy have never left Jerusalem or do not intend to settle elsewhere, despite traveling abroad to pursue an education or career opportunity. Israel must acknowledge that systematically according permanent residency rights to a discrete population born on the territory is not a favor, as the Minister of Interior suggested – and the subsequent revocation of those rights based on an arbitrary standard is a clear violation of East Jerusalemites’ right to live in their city.
of birth. The international community, in evaluating Israel’s exercise of sovereignty over its citizenship and immigration laws, must recognize the inherent distinction between the issuance of permanent residency to immigrants and the issuance of permanent residency to individuals born on the territory, as had been their forebears for many generations before them. The only alternative is the continued institutionalization of statelessness and forced displacement of Palestinian East Jerusalemites – a matter over which the entire international community should be acutely concerned.

**Conclusion**

Munther Fahmi, a Palestinian East Jerusalemite and owner of the American Colony Hotel’s bookstore, lost his permanent residency rights in 1993.66 The Minister of Interior ordered him deported from Jerusalem two and a half years ago. In February 2012, after petitioning the High Court of Justice, a special inter-ministerial committee reportedly granted Fahmi permission to remain in Israel for two years – despite his lack of residency – after which period he would be able to apply to regain his permanent residency status.67 Fahmi’s residency rights were indeed revoked pursuant to the written law – he lived in the United States for nearly two decades and acquired American citizenship68 – but his case is simply another manifestation of the arbitrary standard and the enforcement of discriminatory laws that impinge on fundamental individual rights and freedoms. If Fahmi can enjoy a relaxed standard, despite clearly violating the 11(c) Regulations, and retain the chance to hold on to his permanent residency, what are the thousands of East Jerusalemites whose residency rights have been revoked pursuant to the “center of life” policy to think? Fahmi himself notes that his social standing and connections may be the only reason for his enviable position.69

The international community must direct attention and scrutiny to the institutionalization and forced displacement of East Jerusalemites. “If something, perhaps some international pressure, does not stop [the revocation of residency rights],” urges Israeli attorney Michael Sfard, “we will witness Palestinian de facto deportation from East Jerusalem – not with guns and trucks, but by not allowing Palestinians to live decent normal lives in East Jerusalem.”

Danielle C. Jefferis received her Juris Doctor from Georgetown Law in Washington, DC. She has lived and worked in Jerusalem and Ramallah. This article is excerpted partly from her “Institutionalizing Statelessness: The Revocation of Residency Rights of Palestinians in East Jerusalem” in the International Journal of Refugee Law.
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